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Introduction:The PDS Asteroid/Dust sub node has 
recently released a new tool to improve PDS archive 
navigation. This new tool, The Archive Navigator, has 
been developed to use the power of PDS4 and context 
products to create a dynamic easy to use interface. This 
tool has replaced the archive pages for several key 
missions of the Small Bodies Node and will continue 
to be developed and expanded to make it easier to 
browse for any data in the archives. We focused the 
approach of creating a browsable interface rather than 
attempting to build a complex search interface. A con-
sistent browsable structure that is already built on top 
of PDS4 grants users an understanding of the underly-
ing relationships between datasets, and compiling 
everything in one place. Archive Navigator allows 
users the ability to crawl the entire archive and find 
what is available for every mission or target (and, cru-
cially, what is also not yet available in the PDS). This 
provides an understandable visual interface of the 
PDS4 standard, and serves as an entry point for users 
that don't actually need to know how to search or un-
derstand the standard. 

Context Objects: Context Objects represent  mis-
sions, spacecrafts, instruments, targets, observatories, 
and telescopes. We generate pages for each of these 
context products, and generally these serve as the start-
ing place for any browsing of the archive. With all the 
context data, visitors can discover data they may not 
have known about, or navigate to data for related mis-
sions much more conveniently and intuitively (Fig.1). 
Visitors do not need to know anything about the struc-
ture of the PDS or the PDS4 standard in order to find 
data; just visit the mission or a planetary body of inter-
est and click into the data bundles. On top of simply 
displaying archived metadata, this suite includes a con-
tent management system to give curators control to 
include any other information they deem relevant to an 
archive. Additional metadata can be provided to sort 
and classify instruments, targets, and datasets in a way 
deemed more intuitive for browsing an archive.                                       

Web pages for a given mission or dataset are not 
constrained to use only the metadata initially archived-
- new names and descriptions can be supplied as con-
textually appropriate. Archive Navigator also consoli-
dates links to other tools related to a given mission or 
target, and surfaces important documentation to the 
top. 

Using The Power of PDS4:  The Archive Naviga-
tor is built on top of the PDS4 registry service, so it is 

capable of parsing and displaying information about 
anything archived in PDS4. Previous to PDS4 content 
in the PDS was largely built by hand given the vast 
diversity of scientific missions and discipline. Now 
metadata is structured by dictionaries to ensure that it 
is added into the archive in a uniform fashion. This is 
important for Archive Navigator because it enforces 
consistency in things like dataset processing level, au-
thorship, and other metadata crucial to organizing the 
site. 

Ability To Include Previous PDS3 Archived 
Data: In addition to the automatically generated pages, 
the Archive Navigator can also be augmented to in-
clude addition data and information using a secondary 
registry of supplemental metadata. We built our own 
custom content management system (CMS) named 
Archive Loader that generates additional records to be 
tied to datasets and context objects by their LIDVID 
[1], augmenting or replacing content on those pages. 
This extends to the ability to inject arbitrary HTML 
content in certain pre-refined areas of the application 

Fig1. A visualization of the any connections each con-
text object can have, and how they are connected
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safely, granting ultimate flexibility within a consistent 
structure. This unique capability has allowed us to 
generate pages for PDS3 data that would otherwise not 
be available because it is not in the same PDS4 registry 
that forms the backbone of the application. Currently 
PDS3 mission data is in the process of being migrated 
to the PDS4 standard, but this will take time. Because 
PDS3 data will be available for years to come, this 
feature allowed us to begin using Archive Navigator as 
our primary landing pages for missions with mixed 
PDS3/PDS4 data (like the Dawn mission). 

Logical Identifiers and Connections: Each bun-
dle, collection and data product in the archive is given 
a unique Logical Identifier (LID). These LIDs general-
ly take the form of urn:nasa:pds:title:subtitle. Be-
cause Archive Navigator is a series of landing pages, 
each of these landing pages is built by using with one 
of those LIDs. If you visit https://arcnav.psi.edu/
urn:nasa:pds:<something> the application will run a 
search in the registry for the object with that identifier, 
as well as anything that references it. Because each 
entity has its own unique identifier, LIDs are used to 
reference other related products in the archive, like a 
bundle's mission or collections, or a spacecraft's in-
struments. These connections are harvested and used to 
build links between pages and new products can be 
added any time by just adding them in the registry with 
the correct LID relationships.  

Conclusion SBN has curated pages for OSIRIS-

REx, Dawn, NEAR, and other NASA-funded mis-
sions, and added links to data in PDS3 format, which 
further complement the goal to make these landing 
pages contain everything needed to do science in one 
place. The Archive Navigator can be found at  
https://arcnav.psi.edu 
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An example of a LID from the OSIRIS REx mission
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